Members present: James Goodwin, Carolyn Kelley, Adam Kozloski, Naibi Mariñas, Corene Matyas, Mark Rush, Jon Stewart, Shawn Weatherford, Gene Witmer

Cognizant Dean: Joe Spillane

Meeting called to order at 1:00 p.m.

New course proposals (UCC1)

1. *MTG7397 Advanced Topics in Topology 2 (item 11670). Conditionally approved. The CCC conditionally approves, with the following changes requested. 1) Please correct the spelling of Topology in the submission title and in the Course Title entry; 2) change the rotating topic designation to "yes"; 3) remove the second sentence of the course description; 4) make the grading scheme consistent between form and syllabus.

2. *LAS6XXX Foundations of Economics for Sustainable Development (item 12303). Recycled. It does not appear that any of the requested changes were made.

3. *HBT3XXX The Merchant of Venice in Translation (item 12263). Conditionally approved. The CCC suggests the following minor change: 1) Should the course description contain some indication of the broader purpose of the course as a case study of cultural translation?; 2) the grading scale should continue through "E"

4. *TUR2XXX Intermediate Intensive Turkish (item 12043). Conditionally approved. The CCC requests the following minor changes: 1) Remove the word "this" from the course description; 2) Replace "beginning Turkish" in the prerequisites with a specific course number.

5. HBR1120 Yiddish Language and Culture 1 (item 12378). The CCC requests the following minor changes: 1) Under course objectives, replace with "have knowledge of" with "identify"; 2) finish the grading scale to "E".

6. HBR1121 Yiddish Language and Culture 2 (item 12416). The CCC requests the following minor changes: 1) Under course objectives, replace with "have knowledge of" with "identify"; 2) finish the grading scale to "E".

NOTE: An * indicates an item previously reviewed and recycled by the CCC

Course Modification Proposals

1. SPN1130 Beginning Spanish 1 (item 12434). Approved.

2. SPN1131 beginning Spanish 2 (item 12435). Approved.
Curriculum Modification Proposals

1. American Indian and Indigenous Studies (item 12380). Recycled. The CCC recycles this proposal, with the request that the change be re-submitted alongside a request for a permanent course number for POS4931, Native American Politics, so that the required courses do not depend on a rotating topics course. Until then, a course substitution can be done for those students taking the course.

2. Eight Term Tracking—Foreign Languages and Literatures, Arabic Specialization (item 12405). Tabled.

3. Eight Term Tracking—Economics (item 12410). Approved.

4. Eight Term Tracking—Criminology (item 12417). Recycled. The CCC requests that the terms 6-8 tracking be clarified, so that students more clearly understand the number of core/law courses they need to take each term. Please consults with Associate Dean Spillane for clarification.